Sachet
Designed by Jehs+Laub

Sachet by Jehs+Laub is an elegant fully upholstered chair designed to serve a multitude of
applications. A wide range of options creates the basis for this sophisticated family of seating.
Offered in multiple back heights, Sachet fits beautifully in offices, conference rooms, and
other shared spaces. A variety of base options are available including a wire base, four-leg
metal base, four-leg wood base, four prong caster base, four prong glide base, and five-star
caster base. Each base tells its own unique story, offering elegant details to complement the
delicate details of the shell.
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Zen’s true innovation is hidden beneath the upholstery as this cantilever chair sets a
benchmark for ergonomics. Flexible plastic blades in the seat and back areas move
independently to ensure optimal adaptation of the fully upholstered plastic shell to the
user’s body. Zen’s seamless design and construction means Zen looks good from any
angle.

Sachet wows with the smallest details, with no
design feature left unaccounted for. Its upholstery
details include a surrounding welt and classic
stitch detail across the chair’s back. Dominated
by soft forms, finely tailored upholstery, and a
sophisticated style, Sachet presents comfort and
style restructured.
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Sachet ushers in a new generation of seating with an innovative seat suspension system and flexible back
construction providing long-lasting comfort and durability. Sachet’s innovative design is concealed within the
chair shell. Springs, molded into the foam shell, create amazing comfort in the seat and back.
With a classic design language, Sachet is broadening horizons in the modern office. The style is soft, delicate,
and sleek with a surprising level of strength, durability, and support.
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Meadows Office Interiors creates innovative workspaces that are strategically designed to help customers improve business
performance, increase collaboration, realize cost efficiencies and build brand recognition.
Aligned with hundreds of manufacturers and founded five decades ago, Meadows is a Haworth Preferred Dealer and a nationally
certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise. As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and an FSC® Chain of Custody
certificate holder, Meadows places a high value on products and processes that meet sustainability benchmarks.
The Meadows difference begins with the truly turnkey experience we offer our customers. By pairing 50 years of industry
experience with the latest technology, Meadows embraces innovation and remains committed to providing exceptional
customer service and building lasting client relationships.
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